Samuel T. Brownlee House
Heritage Rooms
“A jewel in the preservation crown of Washington County.”
Sandra Mansmann, Washington County History & Landmarks Foundation

Samuel T. Brownlee was the descendant of a Scottish family that
moved en masse with many other immigrants to this region
following the French and Indian War. Samuel, born on the family
farm in 1827, commissioned the construction of this stately home in
1848 as a wedding gift to his wife, Catherine H. Clark.
The two‐and one‐half story, five‐bay, brick house is of the Georgian‐
Greek Revival style, popular in the region at the time when the
house was built. The brick part of the house is Georgian, also
referred to as Federal style, with a symmetrical floor plan consisting
of a center hall flanked on both the right and left by two rooms. The
Greek Revival elements on the exterior include the six Ionic columns
of the verandah and dental molding on the cornice.
In 1976, James D. Van Trump, notable architectural historian and co‐
founder of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation, helped
to prepare the application for the Brownlee House to be
included on the National Register of Historic Places.
He wrote: ʺThe Brownlee House is one of the best
preserved and well‐maintained formal Georgian‐
Greek Revival Houses in Washington County.ʺ

Laurence & Joann Ross Heritage Dining Room
Inspiration: Neoclassical Designs of the Federal Period, 1780 ‐ 1810
Cool like the marble of a Grecian temple,
the icy blues and greys of the dining room
exude elegance. With symmetry and
simplicity, the airy dining room furniture
is reminiscent of the English influence of
designers such as Thomas Sheraton. Atop
the table stands a pair of celery vases,
which were used prior to the onset of
refrigeration. Celery was a rare delicacy
during the Victorian era and proudly
displayed in the homes of the wealthy.
Notice the bucolic 19th century sheep
paintings – a testament to the family’s role
in the local agricultural industry. A gilded
pier mirror with columns hangs between
the floor‐to‐ceiling front windows, while the Federal overmantle mirror is
also typical of the time period. Nestled in the corner, a Venus de Milo statue
harkens to the Neoclassical theme.

Heritage Hallway
Inspiration: A Transition between the Federal Period and American Empire Period,
1800 ‐ 1840
Upon entry, visitors cannot help but to
notice a swag of the ancient hunting tartan
of the Hamilton clan, the kinship group
most closely associated with the Brownlees.
The sublime Highlands landscape, dating
from the 19th century, is impressive both in
size and subject matter. A pair of kilted
Scotsmen are visible in the lower center of
the painting. Opposite the landscape, a
mahogany Empire console table and ogee mirror serve as bold focal points.
Working to unite the space is a striking, custom floor cloth. The checkered
tile design alludes to Roman paved floors while the thistle border is a subtle
nod to the Brownlee family’s Scottish heritage. Durable floor cloths such as
this were the precursor to linoleum and would have been common in the
home’s high‐traﬃc areas. Further down the corridor is a Barkers Map dated
1856. Upon close inspection, Brownlee Road can be seen.

The Front Parlor
Inspiration: American Empire Period, 1820 ‐ 1840
With its lush green and red palate, the Front Parlor takes its influence from
the robust masculine elements of the American Empire period. Thick, ornate
draperies, most appropriate for the cold months of fall and winter, adorn the
room’s windows. Fueled by publications such as Walden, Origin of Species,
and Birds of America, the Victorians exhibited a strong interest in nature, and
its brutality, and incorporated those elements into the styling of their homes.
Blending both form and function, the secretary desk oﬀers an excellent
example of the merging of
Neoclassical, Empire, and Gothic
styles. At a time when a keen
understanding of the natural
world was a necessity, especially
on a working farm, tools such as a
barometer, thermometer, and
Daniel dew point hygrometer
would have been highly valued.

Zoog Family Heritage Music Room
Inspiration: Rococo Revival Period, 1850 ‐ 1870
As a more feminine response to the Victorian’s
fascination with nature, the Rococo Revival‐inspired
Music Room features a warm peach hue and sheer
draperies as light as an avian aria. In the corner, a
custom‐built 36‐string Roma Rosa harp boasts an
intricately carved thistle. History suggests that the
harp or lyre was regarded as a national instrument of
Scotland, dating back to 2300 B.C. A dainty bird motif can be seen in the
cornices and matching accent
pillows, coal scuttle, and
mantel clock. Intricately
carved fruits are featured on
the back of the undulating
couch. And, the authentic
1855 Chickering square grand
piano has strong architectural
legs that harken back to the
elements of the Empire Period.

Angelo Falconi Family Heritage Kitchen
Inspiration: 19th Century Rural Life in Western Pennsylvania
The kitchens of the period were not public spaces as they are in today’s
homes. Rather, they were utilitarian work spaces with furniture that was
built for functionality. With a cast‐iron cookstove at its heart, the kitchen
radiates warmth. Nearby, a plain grain bin and tall, free‐standing cabinet
are almost rustic. The serving ware on display is an assortment of imported
English Gaudy Welsh china, transferware adorned with Scottish Highlands
hunting scenes, and pewter plates and spoons durable enough for everyday
use. Simple chairs would have been made using a variety of indigenous
woods and painted for uniformity. A cupboard houses an array of storage
options for the household, including crocks in various sizes and spice tins.

The Brownlee House & the WCCF
In 2013, the Samuel T. Brownlee House was generously donated to the
Washington County Community Foundation by William and Dr. Saundra
Stout. The Brownlee House Heritage Rooms, completed in 2018, have been
curated to tell the story of how wealthy Scottish immigrants, like the
Brownlee Family, might have lived on the 19th century American frontier.
The collections featured in the Heritage Rooms represent a combination of
donations, purchases, and items on loan. Several rooms in the Brownlee
House have been named by Foundation donors who have generously
supported the Rooms for Growth Campaign, which benefits the Brownlee
House Preservation Fund. Additionally, the WCCF would like to thank and
recognize Trustee Alex Paris, our Volunteer Project Manager for the
structural repairs to the House, and Trustee Tripp Kline, our Volunteer
Curator for the Heritage Rooms.
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